
 

 New National 437B

 Boom Trucks
  

  
  

 Status:

Make Model Ton Rating Boom Length Stock Number Serial Number

National 437B 10 37 BM-3801 301065

Engine HP Transmission Suspension Miles Hours

- - - - - -

  
The National 437B is part of the 400B Series, which delivers 10 USt maximum capacity and a 37 ft maximum vertical
hydraulic reach with main boom. Features Main boom: The 400B has the strength and capacity you need to tackle the
toughest jobs, while in a compact crane. Dual side control station: Traditional mechanical control levers and layout with an
operator station located on both sides of the crane. Smooth operating hydraulic control system allows for optimum multi-
functioning for all crane functions as well as outrigger control. Automotive switches and wiring allows for reliable
performance and control. Electronic engine start/stop switches with foot pedal throttle control at each side. The
integrated Hydraulic Capacity Alert (HCA) system provides real-time feedback to the operator about capacity, and anti-
two-block (ATB) status via gauges and indicator lights located at each control station. Outriggers: Outriggers are equipped
with fixed floats and a level indicator (sight bubble) is located at the operator stations. Jobsite Benefits Boost productivity
with the compact, simple to operate and versatile 400B Internal anti-two-block wire routing eliminates potential for
damage Pre-painted components reduce the possibility of rust, improve serviceability and enhance the appearance of the
machine
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Price is Ex Works
Sales Tax: Not included
FET: Not Included

Terms: 15% Non-Refundable Deposit up front w/ balance due upon completion. Quote valid for 30 days, subject to prior sale.
CraneWorks makes no claims with regard to roadability or permit requirements associated with the operation of this
equipment. It is the owner’s responsibility to verify that the purchased equipment meets local, state, and federal regulations. 

NOTE: If roadability is of concern, CraneWorks will provide a weight study from the manufacturer, but we cannot guarantee its
accuracy.
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